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NEW QUESTION: 1
Company X currently uses a Cisco Unified Communications
Manager, which has been configured for IP desk phones and
Jabber soft phones. Users report however that whenever they are
out of the office, a VPN must be set up before their Jabber
client can be used. The administrator for Company X has
deployed a Collaboration Expressway server at the edge of the
network in an attempt to remove the need for VPN when doing
voice.
However, devices outside cannot register.
Which two additional steps are needed to complete this

deployment? (Choose two.)
A. A SIP trunk has to be set up between the Expressway-C and
Cisco UCM.
B. The customer firewall must be configured with any rule for
the IP address of the external
Jabber client.
C. An additional interface must be enabled on the Cisco UCM and
placed in the same subnet at the Expressway.
D. The Expressway server needs a neighbor zone created that
points to Cisco UCM.
E. Jabber cannot connect to Cisco UCM unless it is on the same
network or a VPN is set up from outside.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A network administrator connects an Aruba instant AP (IAP) to
an Aruba OS switch but cannot connect the AP to the instant
cluster that exists. The administrator wants to check the IAP
management IP address and software version from Aruba OS switch
CLI. To obtain this information, what should the administrator
ensure is enabled on the switch and switch interfaces?
A. LLDP
B. ARP
C. Device profiles
D. SNMP
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
FILL BLANK
Fill in the blanks to complete the Python script to enable the
SSID with a name of "371767916" in the network resource
"11111111" using the Meraki Dashboard API.
Answer:
Explanation:
See explanation below
Explanation:
1. 371767916
2. "{{HTTP_METHOD}}"
3. payload

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are a desktop support technician for your company.
You deliver new Windows 10 Enterprise laptops to the software
developers. The software developers frequently use laptops to
work remotely and are often disconnected from the corporate
network. One of the software developers works on an application
that must run on Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, and

Windows 10 Enterprise. The software developer needs the ability
to test the application natively on each of these operating
systems.
You need to provide the software developer with a way to test
the application on all operating system versions on the new
laptop. The software developer must be able to perform the
testing while working remotely without access to corporate
resources.
What should you do?
A. Use Hyper-V to create three virtual machines that provide
Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows
7 environments.
B. Change the compatibility mode settings of the application to
Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 before testing each
operating system version.
C. Install the Windows PE version of Windows XP, Windows Vista,
and Windows 7 on three USB drives and boot from each drive to
test each operating system version.
D. Create three virtual machines for Windows XP, Windows Vista,
and Windows 7 on a company Windows Server 2012 that is running
Hyper-V.
Answer: A
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